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KIRE-JI KANA: A LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OF HAIKUl 
Katsue Akiba-Reynolds 
University of Oregon 
Haiku, a poetic form characterized by 
an extreme limitation in length and meter, 
exhibits some syntactic peculiarities--
preference of the predication of nominals 
over that of verbals and frequent use of 
certain particles. In an attempt to 
elucidate the correlations between these 
Iingui~tic characteristics ~nd the extreme-
ly suggestive and imagistic nature of 
haiku, I have examined some several hundred 
of traditional haiku from the viewpoint of 
linguistics, paying particular attention to 
so-called kire-ji 'cutting words' such as 
.Y~ and kana.2 In this paper, for the 
pragmatic reason that the given space is 
insufficient to give adequate attention to 
both, I will focus on kana and the struc-
ture in which it occurs and explore inter-
act ions between the syntactic rules gover-
ning the use of this particle, the metric 
constraints on haiku and the poetic inten-
tion of the art of haiku. 
A haiku is made up of three "phrases" 
(a somewhat undefined term) of five, seven, 
and five syllables, respectively, and often 
contains the particle kana or ~· as shown 
in the following. 3 --
1. Tsuri-gane ni/ 
temple bell OBL 
Tomari-te 
stop+at=l-& 
nt:•Tn.n-u/ KodiOO kana. \OU 0 174) 
sleep=URU butterfly KANA 
'On the temple bell, Has settled and 
is asleep, A butterfly!' 




Mizu no oto. (Ba:77} 
water ASS sound 
'Old pond--And a frog-jump-in water-
sound 
Although the particles kana and YE carry no 
lexical meanings, they occur inOaiku with 
sufficiently noteworthy frequency as seen 
in the following table:4 
Basho 
Total 202 
With kana 46 








Unlike particles such as wa, ~· no, and 
ni, kana and YE belong to the grammar of 
Classical Japanese and are no longer in 
general use in Modern Japanese.5 Inter-
estingly, however, they continue to be used 
even in modern haiku in which the major 
lexical morphemes may be quite modern 
(e.g., kisha 'steam car/train' and gasorin-
sutando 'gas station' are used in the haiku 
composed by contemporary poets). Less 
obvious but perhaps more important is the 
6 
fact that neither Y2 nor kana has ever 
gained as much popularity In tanka (the 
5-7-5-7-7-syllable poetry) as in haiku. 
There seems to be good reason for suspec-
ting that these particles have properties 
that contribute to the poetic values of 
haiku, such as suggestiveness and imagism. 
There are a couple of facts that 
should be noted about the distribution of 
kana. First, kana is always placed in the 
final position while .YE_ typically occurs in 
the fifth syllable position and only 
occasionally in the middle or at the end of 
the second phrase or at the end of the last 
phrase. Second, kana almost always follows 
an NP {a noun or---afioun equivalent). The 
following two are the only seemingly 
exceptional cases that the data I have been 
examining contains. 











'The spring sea: ALL day long up-and-
down, Up-and-down.' 
4. Futa-moto no/ Ume ni Chi-
two-tree ASS plum OBL lateness-
soku o I aisu kana. 
~arline::::::: DO lovco=U KA~U. 
'Two plum trees, Late and early 
bloomers, r love them both!' 
(Bull82) 
The notari-notari in ( 3) is a mimetic word 
describing a heavy and slow motion. 
Mimetic words are abundant in Japanese, 
Classical or Modern, and they are usually 
used as adjectives or adverbs. When they 
are used as predicate adjectives, they are 
normally followed by a copula like nominal 
adjectives (Keiyo Doshi) are.6 The 
following examples show this distributional 
similarity between mimetic words and 
nominal adjectives. 
5. A no hito wa 
That person TOP 
aware dusu. 
pitiful COP 
'That person is pitiful.' 
6. Ano hito wa 
That person TOP 
bero- bero desu. 
drunk-drunk COP 
'That person is very drunk.' 
The nominal adjectives aware can occur in 
typical nominal positions such as the 
subject and object positions. Therefore, 
one can indirectly prove that a mimetic 
word has some noun properties even if it is 
not normally used as a noun. In other 
words, a haiku like (3) does not prevent us 
from making the generalization that kana 
follows an NP. What is more problematic is 
a case like ( 4), in which kana follows 
aisu, the Final Form {Shushi-kei) rather 











necessary at this point to recall that 
Classical Japanese has no nominalizer.s l~ke 
Modern Japanese no and koto but dlStln-
guishes nominal claUses fiOm-othe~ types of 
clauses by virtue of the conjugatlon of the 
verbal element in the clause final posi-
tion, i,e,, by the Nominal Form. Since the 
Final Form occurs most typically in the 
final position of independent sentences 
except sentence final particles, haiku like 
the one in (3) must be analyzed as CS -
kana) in the frameworks of Classical 
Japdnese grammar and constitutes a true 
counterexample to the generalizatiorl in 
question. the situation would be £urther 
complicated, given the fact thdt therl! are 
a fairly large number of ~. in which 
the verb in the position preceding kana is 
cle<1rly in the Nominal FOrm (e.g., Basho: 
747r Susan: 541, 549; !!!!sa: 217, 232). One 
might conclude that kana follows elther an 
NP or an S. Howeve;;-such a conclusion 
would lead into a further difficult ques-
tion concerning the differences between 
NP-lcana and s~Jcana. I propose to maintain 
the gener~lization that kana follows an NP 
and ask why the Final Fonnlrs exceptionally 
used in the cases like {4). An answer 
that I wo1.1ld like to suggest here is the 
following: because the Nominal Form aisuru 
is longer than the Final Form aisu by one 
syllable, the metric rul{! of $-7-5 sylla-
bles -would be violated if the morphologi-
cally appropriate form aisuru is chosen 
whether kana is added to it or not--the 
resultant phrase would be a six~ or four-
syllable phrase--while the Final Form plus 
kana makes exactly five syllables. In 
fact, a traditional haiku poet is always 
confronted with a choice between the metric 
balance and lexical or morpho-syntactic 
appropriateness. In the process of compo-
sing the haiku in (4), the metric rule mu::'it 
have overriden the morphological rule, 
because the rule involved here is more 
negotiable than the metric rule for the 
following two reasons. First, there were a 
large class of verbs in Old Japanese/ which 
did not make the Final-Nominal distinction 
{Yo-dan katsuyo verbs), to begin with. 
Second, the verbs which used to make this 
dist1nction underwent a historical chaoge 
to01ards a complete merger of the two 
conjugation forms in the periods following 
the time of Old ,lapanese. (Refer to Akiba 
(1978) for more detailed discussion on this 
historical process.) Having developed from 
the tanka dudng the period when the t01o 
forms were still fluctuating, the haiku 
allowed itself to exploit this indetermi-
nate situation for metric put·poses. 
If we accept the generalization that 
kana is a sentence final particle placed 
after an NP constituent in haiku 1 all the 
haiku with X:ana can be regarded as nominal 
sentences iii···lhe form of iNP - SFPl, which 
is more than commonly found in colloquial 
Japane:lie, 7 Furthermore, by applying the 
same analysis for othll'r $1Tfl11ar but 
slio;Jhtly different types of haiku, we will 
7 
gain greater insight into haiku. Consider 
the following. 
7, Hina no hi ni/ 
festival+doll ASS lanturn OBL 
lnuki ga tamoto/ 
Inuk:i ASS sleeve 
Kakaru nari,(Bull24) 
hang COP 
'Over the lantern tor the festival 
doll, does hang Inuki's sleeve.' 
8, l<ari yuki-te/ Kado-ta 
wild-goose go-& gate-rice+field 
mo tooku/ Omowa-ruru. (Bu:l55) 
even far think-PASS~URU 
'Wild geese have gone, And even the 
rice field near my gate seems far.' 
The nari at the end of the haiku in (7), 
havfi'i9-full conjugation, is a regular 
copula of Classical Japanese and there is 
ample evidence that it occurs after a 
nominal clause for tho purpose of adding to 
the degree of the assertiveness. The haiku 
in (6), ending with a verb which is undoub-
tedly in the Nominal Form (th~ Nominal Form 
of this verb is omowa•rul is a bare nominal 
clause. 
Transformational grammatical conven~ 
tions conveniently enable a single formula 
such as that shown in (9) to capture these 
two patterns as well as the pattern with 
kana. 
9. NP - (COPULAISFPl 
The parentheses crossing each other indi-
cate that only one of the elements in 
parentheses can be optionally chosen.s 
That is, the formula in {9) is an abbrevia-
tion o£ the following three patterns. 
9'. (A) NP COPULA 
(B) NP - SFP 
{C) NP 
These patterns are not as peculiar as they 
may appear. They can be regarded as 
var1ations of the copula sentence pattern 
((NPlsoB- {NPlpRED- COPULA), give!\ 
that Japanese allows both NP deletion and 
copula deletion with much greater freedom 
than most other languages. The NP in these 
patterns can be taken as a vacuous subject, 
which is automatically deleted in Japanese. 9 
This tendency th<~t haiku pt'ehrs the 
predication of monimals ov!hr verbals 
becomes even more consp1cuous when the 
haiku with ~· which are not treated in 
this paper, ~re taken into account. The 
Questions to be asked n.;oxt, then, wt~uld b~: 
Why ace predicate nominal sentences eo 
overwhelmingly chosen for haiku? Why is lt 
almost always in a subordinate clause--a 
relative clause (see {1} and (2)) or a 
nominal cal use (see ( 7 l and ( 8) l --when it 
occurs in haiku? 
The notions of transitivity and 
g~ounding tl1at have been brought to our 











seem to provide a key to this question. 
Hopper: .and Thompson : 1980), for instance, 
~ave at~empted to show that the gra~matica! 
and semantical. prominence of transitivity 
is derived .:rom its chat:acteristic dis-
course function: high transit-ivity is 
correlated with foregrcunding, anC low 
transitivity with Oackgrounding. A problem 
with existing studies of d::.sco:.n:se ::.s, as 
Hopper and T!:ompson poi:<t out, that they 
are based on limited types of discourse 
[mostly r.arrativ'S'S}. It is quite likely 
tr.at in ~ertain discoucse genres other than 
narrati•1es the relationship between transi-
t::.v.ity and groundi::1g is quite opposite, 
1.e., sentences with low transitivity are 
for the foregrounding part and those with 
high transitivity for the bacltgro:;:ndin<; 
part.. A ~ai ku seems to be a case in ;:oint. 
The crux of haiku lies in the render1ng of 
a concrete image of a scene--t:te haiku ir. 
i 1) describes a peaceful scene of a spring 
day with a temple bell and a butterfly that 
is cor.:.fortablv settled and asleep on i-:::, 
and '::he one ·in ( 2) a scene of complete 
serenity of an old po-:1.d accentuated by a 
mc-:nentary sound of a frog's jumping into 
':he water, and so forth. Thus, haiku are 
often compared to paintings, especially to 
Ct.inese black and white paintings. The 
predo~ir.ance of predicate nominal sentences 
in haiku will, then, be e:<plained as 
follows: haiku, being single-ser.tence 
discourse, prefers a predicate with low 
transitivity (nominal predicate sentences 
are the lowest in transitivity) although it 
may use a verb pred~cate in the backgroun-
ding pa.rt--in syntactically backgrounded 
cla:;:ses such as relative clauses and 
nomir.al clauses. 
Turning now to the choi.ce be<tween the 
'::hree r.ornina: predicate sentence types {Al, 
!B), and (C), there seem to be two factors 
ttat mus':: be taken into consideration, 
meter and modality. The patter~ (C) may be 
chosen over tr.;e other two largely for the 
metric reasor. that it saves two syllables. 
The choice between :AJ and :B), co the 
other: hand, should not be construed as 
metric since both ka:~a and nari ha\•e the 
same number of s~·llables.---There is a 
slight difference in the degree of asser-
tiveness between kana and nari: r.ari makes 
a straightforward assertion that the 
statement is true and kana 01 re-latively 
r.lild assertion. One may notice tl"'.at ti:;e ka 
in kana a?;e historically related to the 
dubitat1ve ka, which is typically used in 
interrogative sentences in ~odern Japan;:·se 
and thus has the effect of making tte 
statement rather suggestive. :n this 
regard, t~e fact that Basho wrote the 
following two poer.~s in the same occasion is 
interesting. 
11. Yuuqao ni/ Kometsuki yasumu/ 
~oon+flower OB~ rice-mil:er rest= 
Aware nar:i. !Ba:390J 
tJR:J sa-1 COP 
'Near aoon-flch'ers, A rice ~iller 






ni/ Kcrnetsuki yasumu/ 
~BL rice-miller=URU 
(Ba:394) 
'!'Jear moon flowers, A rice miller 
rests. That looks sad!' 
Notice that. (11} and (12) are exactly the 
same except ~hat the first ends '"'.;.th copula 
nari and the second with sente:1ce fina"-
par:ticl€ kana. It seems that Basho was not 
able to make an immediate decision on the 
ending because the difference between the 
two endir.gs is extrerr.ely subtle and yet 
crucial for the poetic effect. 
In summary, the points that I have 
attempted to make are:- (il the haiku with 
kana are analyzed as (NP - SFP} and are 
structurally related o:o two other: patterns 
(NP - COPU~A) and (Np - JD}; (ii} the fact 
t.hat the majority of haiku are nominal 
predicate sente:1ces ties in with what has 
been said to be the Qeneral character of 
haHn:: imagism; ar.d - ( i i ~) the syntactic 
and serr.antic optionality in the choice 
between the three nominal predi;:ate sen-
tence patterns compensates for the rigidity 
of the metric constraints on haiku. 
T~is study is in no way complete, but 
I hope I have shown that there are s·.lffi-
cient correlations between the aesthetic 
character o!: haik'-1 and lin~uistic forms 
emp:!.oyed in haiku, ar.d that investi~ations 
along the :ine su~gested bece wlll be 
Oeneficial not: onl2• for literary studies. of 
haii<:u but a!.so for a better :.:nderstand1ng 
of language. 
Notes 
lr am very grateful to Alan Wolfe 
ltJniversitv of Oregon) for his valuable 
Comments on" the preli:ninary version and to 
Brian !o!.artel and Hewi'=t Reynolds for the.:.r 
generous assistance in ~he Eng~ish transla-
tions of the haiku used as e:<amples in this 
paper. r must also acknowledge that I 
referred to Henderson { l95!1) s who made 
special efforts to preserve the linguistic 
characteristics of t~e originals in English 
~ranslations. 
2sy "traditional haiku" I mean. those 
which were composed wit~in the traditlon of 
5-7-5 syllable constraint and related 
conventions. 
3cxamples are from Basho Ku-s~u !~962} 
and Buson-shu: !ssa shu {1959), rwanami's 
series of Japanese C~assics in Literature 
( Iwana~~:i Koten Bungak--.. Taikei). Ba and Bu 
after examples stand for Basho a~d Buso"i1"; 
respectively. The serial numbers are ~hose­
given in tt:e Iwana':li series. In word-for-
word English gloss, tr.e followin~ abbr:evia-
tory conventions are used: COP copula; 
TOP topic marker; SUB = subje-ct m~u:-~er; 
DO direct obje~t: rr.arker; OBL = ool1que 
case marker) ASS associative particle; 







nominalizer. For grammatical elements 
whose status is being questioned appear in 
the gloss in underlined capital letters. 
The _g_ and URU connected to verbs by way of 
'=' indicate that the corresponding 
Japanese verbs are in the Final Form and 
the Nominal Form, respectively. The 
slashes placed in the haiku indicate phrae 
boundaries. 
4I examined the first 202 haiku of 
Basho's and the first 274 of Buson's. 
5The language of Nara and Heian 
periods (approximately 8-lOth century) 
has been in actual use throughout the 
subsequent periods as a formal style. I 
use the term "Classical Japanese" in this 
stylistic sense and the term "Old Japanese" 
in historical contexts. 
6Japanese has two types of adjectives 
which are quite different from each other 
in morphology. Refer to Kuno (1970). 




'Taro said so.' 
no~~-
NOM SFP 
The pattern with sa is used by young male 
speakers and the one with Y.Q by female 
speakers in informal situations. In formal 
situations, desu, a formal copula, appears 
after the nominalizer no. 
BThis formula is not applicable for 
the general grammar of Japanese as it 
stands since nominal sentences with both 
COPULA and SFP are quite common in spoken 
Japanese. The rule for Japanese grammar in 
general need be modified as shown below so 
that both of tpe optional elements can be 
simultaneously chosen. 
NP - (COPULA) - (SFP) 
The reason that the nominal sentences 
utilized in haiku are restricted in 
this particular way seems to be self-
explanatory given the metric constraint of 
5-7-5 syllables1 a haiku has such a limited 
length that it can hardly afford to let 
lexically null morphemes occupy a large 
part (possibly four syllables) of the last 
phrase. 
9chafe (1970) points out that sen-
tences such as It's hot and It's Tuesday 
involve nothing but predication and that 
the it in these sentences is a surface 
element, and he proposes to specify those 
predicates that do not have a specific 
subject in the semantic representation as 
"ambient." Ambient predicates most typi-
cally describe nall encompassing states" or 
"total environment." The Japanese subject-
less sentence patterns can be semantically 
analyzed as "ambient sentences." A haiku 
is in many cases a presentation of the 
total environment of the poet. 
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